
 

 
 
 
 

GRADE 8 MATHEMATICS FIRST SIX WEEKS INSTRUCTIONAL CALENDAR 
 

OVERVIEW                                                          ASSESSMENT FREQUENCY 

Week Focus 
Student 

Expectatio
ns 

1 August 20 – 24, 
2018 

Describing 
and Ordering 
Sets of Real 

Numbers 

8.2A, 8.2C, 
8.2D 

2 August 27 – 31, 
2018 

Describing 
and Ordering 
Sets of Real 

Numbers 

8.2A, 8.2C, 
8.2D, 8.11B 

3 September 3 – 
7, 2018 

Writing 
One-Variable 

Equations and 
Inequalities & 
Determining 

the Mean 
Absolute 
Deviation 

8.8A, 8.8B, 
8.11B, 8.11C 

4 September 10 
– 14, 2018 

Modeling and 
Solving 

One-Variable 
Equations 

8.8A, 8.8B, 
8.8C  

5 September 17 
– 21, 2018 

Calculating 
and 

Comparing 
Simple and 
Compound 

Interest 

8.12A, 8.12B, 
8.12D 



 

 

6 September 24 
– 28, 2018 

Determining 
the Rate of 

Change 
8.4A, 8.4C 

Student 
Expectation 

1st Six Weeks 
Common 

Assessment 

2nd Six Weeks 
Common 

Assessment 

Assessment 
of Course 

Performance 
(ACP) 

4TH Six 
Weeks 

Common 
Assessment 

8.2A X    

8.2C X   X 

8.2D X X  X 

8.4A  X  X 

8.4C  X  X 

8.8A X   X 

8.8B X    

8.8C X X  X 

8.11B X    

8.11C     

8.12A X   X 

8.12B     

8.12D X X  X 

     

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 
 

  August 20 – 24, 2018 

Week 1 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Routine
s 

● Classroom routines and 
procedures 

● Introduce the Routine 
Number of the Day.  

(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 
Aspects of student 
expectations 8.2C, and 8.2D, 
are continuously reinforced 
through the implementation 
of the routine. 

Routine: Number of the Day 
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 
 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Readin
ess 

Stand
ards 

  8.2D Order a set of real numbers arising from mathematical 
and real-world contexts. 
 

Support
ing 

Stand
ards 

 8.2A Extend previous knowledge of sets and subsets using 
a visual representation to describe relationships between 
sets of real numbers. 

8.2A Extend previous knowledge of sets and subsets using 
a visual representation to describe relationships between 
sets of real numbers. 
 
8.2C Convert between standard decimal notation and 
scientific notation. 

Proces
s 

Stand
ards 

8.1A apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
8.1C select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, 
estimation, and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems 
8.1D communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and 
language as appropriate 
8.1E create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1F analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1G display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or oral communication 

Learnin
g 

Object
ive 

INTRODUCTIONS 
PROCEDURES 
POLICIES 
 
LO: IWBAT explain 
classroom procedures, 
expectations, and 
norms.  
 
 

8.2 A 
 
LO: IWBAT describe 
relationships between 
sets of real numbers using 
a visual representation.  
 
 

8.2B 
 
LO: IWBAT approximate 
values of an irrational 
number and locate that 
approximation on a number 
line .  
 
 

8.2C 
 
LO: IWBAT identify the 
characteristics of scientific 
notation and convert 
between standard and 
scientific notation in real 
world situations. 
 
 

CDOL 1.1 - 8.2 A, 8.2 C, 
8.2B 
Note: Proctor and Miller - 
Quick Check 1.1 - 8.2 A, 
8.2 C, 8.2D  
LO: IWBAT  classify 
and order sets of real 
numbers with rational 
and irrational numbers 
and convert numbers 



 

 
between standard and 
scientific notation.  
 
 
 

Demon
stration 
of 
Learnin
g 

DOL: IW identify 
classroom procedures, 
expectations, and norms 
with at least 80% 
accuracy.  

DOL: IW classify and 
group sets of real 
numbers with at least 
80% accuracy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOL: IW approximate the 
value of irrational numbers 
and locate that 
approximation on a number 
line with at least 80% 
accuracy. 

DOL: IW identify the 
characteristics of scientific 
notation and convert 
between standard and 
scientific notation in real 
world situations. with at 
least 80% accuracy.  
 
 

DOL: IWBAT classify 
and order sets of real 
numbers with rational 
and irrational numbers 
and convert numbers 
between standard and 
scientific notation. 
 
 

Guiding 
Questi

ons 

 ● How are counting (natural) numbers, whole numbers, integers, and rational numbers related? 
● What types of visual representations can be used to represent the relationships between sets and subsets of 

numbers? 
● How can a number belong to the same set of numbers but not necessarily the same subset of numbers? 
● How is place value used to order a set of numbers? 
● How are quantifying descriptors used to determine the order of a set of numbers? (e.g., How do the quantifying 

descriptors ascending order, least to greatest, fastest to slowest, shortest to longest, etc. determine the order of 
numbers?) 

● What process can be used to order a set of numbers? 
● How can the ordering of a set of numbers be justified with and without a calculator?  

 

Instructi
onal 

Suppo
rts 

 ● Number of the Day  
● Quality Work Criteria chart 
● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplars 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 3, 
Module 9, Lesson 9.1 

● Manipulative: Base-Ten 
Blocks, Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 3, 
Module 9, Lesson 9.2 

● Manipulative: Base-Ten 
Blocks, Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 3, 
Module 9, Lesson 9.3 

● Manipulative: Base-Ten 
Blocks, Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 3 
Module 9, Lesson 9.3 

● Manipulative: Base-Ten 
Blocks, Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 



 

 
● Strategy Focus: 

Generating Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, and 
Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark Fractions, 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and Percents  

● Strategy Focus: Generating 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and Percents 

● Anchor Charts: Benchmark 
Fractions, Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, and 
Percents 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, and 
Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark Fractions, 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and Percents 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, and 
Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark Fractions, 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and Percents 

STAA
R 

Stem
s 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  



 

 
  August 27 – 31, 2018 

Week 2 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday  

Routine
s 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Number of the 
Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Number of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Readin
ess 

Stand
ards 

8.2D Order a set of real numbers arising from mathematical 
and real-world contexts. 
 

 

Support
ing 

Stand
ards 

8.2A Extend previous knowledge of sets and subsets using 
a visual representation to describe relationships between 
sets of real numbers. 
 
8.2C Convert between standard decimal notation and 
scientific notation. 

8.11B Determine the mean absolute deviation and use this quantity as a measure of the 
average distance data are from the mean using a data set of no more than 10 data points. 
 

Proces
s 

Stand
ards 

8.1A apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
8.1C select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, 
and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems 
8.1D communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language 
as appropriate 
8.1E create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1F analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1G display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or oral communication 

Learnin
g 

Object
ive 

8.2 D 
LO: IWBAT arrange a 
set of real numbers in 
ascending or 
descending order.  

8.2 D 
LO: IWBAT arrange a set 
of real numbers arising 
from mathematical and 
real-world contexts in 
ascending or descending 
order. 

8.11 B 
LO: IWBAT calculate the 
mean absolute deviation of 
a data set.  

8.11 B 
LO: IWBAT calculate the 
mean absolute deviation 
of a data set from a real 
world situation. 

Quick Check 1.2 -  8.2C, 
8.2 D, 8.11 B 
LO: IWBAT arrange a set 
of real numbers and 
calculate the mean 
absolute deviation of a 
data set.  

Demon
stratio
n of 

Learni
ng 

DOL: IW arrange a set 
of real numbers in 
ascending or 

DOL: IW arrange a set of 
real numbers in ascending 
or descending order with 
at least 80% accuracy.  

DOL: IW calculate the mean 
absolute deviation of a data 
set with at least 80% 
accuracy.  

DOL: IW calculate the 
mean absolute deviation 
of a data set from a real 

DOL: IW arrange a set of 
real numbers and 
calculate the mean 
absolute deviation of a 



 

 
descending order with 
at least 80% accuracy.  

 
 
 
 

real world situation with 
at least 80% accuracy.  

data set with at least 
80% accuracy. 

Guiding 
Questi

ons 

● What relationships can be found in the base-10 
place value system? 

● How is the base-10 place value system related to 
powers of 10? 

● What is the process for converting between 
standard decimal notation and scientific notation? 

● What is the process for converting between 
scientific notation and standard decimal notation? 

● What process is used to find the mean absolute deviation? 
● How can the distribution of data be described using the mean absolute deviation? 
● What is the relationship between the mean absolute deviation and the distance of 

data points on a number line? 

  

 

Instructi
onal 

Suppo
rts 

● Number of the Day  
● Quality Work Criteria chart 
● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplars 
 
 
 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 
3, Module 7, Lesson 
7.1 

● Manipulative: 
Base-Ten Blocks, 
Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and 
Percents 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 
3, Module 7, Lesson 
7.2 

● Manipulative: 
Base-Ten Blocks, 
Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating 
Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 
3, Module 7, Lesson 
7.2 

● Manipulative: 
Base-Ten Blocks, 
Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating 
Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 
3, Module 7, Lesson 
7.3 

● Manipulative: 
Base-Ten Blocks, 
Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and 
Percents 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 
3, Module 7, Lesson 
7.3 

● Manipulative: 
Base-Ten Blocks, 
Fraction Blocks, 
Fraction strips 

● Strategy Focus: 
Generating 
Equivalent Fractions, 
Decimals, and 
Percents 



 

 
● Anchor Charts: 

Benchmark 
Fractions, Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark 
Fractions, 
Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark 
Fractions, 
Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark 
Fractions, Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

● Anchor Charts: 
Benchmark 
Fractions, Equivalent 
Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percents 

STAA
R 

Stem
s 

 
 

  



 

 
 
  September 3 – 7, 2018 

Week 3 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Routine
s 

STUDENT/TEACHER 
HOLIDAY 

Routine: Expression of the 
Day  
(SE 8.8C Model and solve 
one-variable equations with 
variables on both sides of the 
equal sign that represent 
mathematical and real-world 
problems using rational 
number coefficients and 
constants.) 

Routine: Expression of the 
Day  
(SE 8.8C) 

Routine: Expression of the 
Day  
(SE 8.8C) 

Routine: Expression of the 
Day  
(SE 8.8C) 

Readin
ess 

Stand
ards 

     

Support
ing 

Stand
ards 

 8.11B Determine the mean absolute deviation and use this quantity as a measure of the 
average distance data are from the mean using a data set of no more than 10 data points. 
 
8.11C Simulate generating random samples of the same size from a population with known 
characteristics to develop the notion of a random sample being representative of the 
population from which it was selected. 

8.8A Write one-variable 
equations or inequalities with 
variables on both sides that 
represent problems using 
rational number coefficients 
and constants. 
 
8.8B Write a corresponding 
real-world problem when 
given a one-variable equation 
or inequality with variables on 
both sides of the equal sign 
using rational number 
coefficients and constants. 
 

Proces
s 

Stand
ards 

8.1A apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
8.1B use a problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given information, formulating a plan or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, 
and evaluating the problem-solving process and the reasonableness of the solution 
8.1C select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, 
and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems 
8.1E create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1F analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 



 

 
8.1G display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or oral communication 

Learnin
g 

Object
ive 

Student/Teacher Holiday 8.8 A 
LO: IWBAT write 
one-variable equations 
from a verbal expression.  

8.8 A 
LO: IWBAT write 
one-variable inequalities 
from a verbal expression.  

8.8 B 
LO: IWBAT write a 
corresponding real-world 
problem represented by a 
one-variable equation or 
inequality.  

Quick Check 1.3 -  , 8.8 A, 
8.8 B, 8.11B 
LO: IWBAT write a 
corresponding real-world 
problem represented by 
a one-variable equation 
or inequalities.  

Demon
stratio
n of 

Learni
ng 

Student/Teacher Holiday 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOL: IW write 
one-variable equations 
from a verbal expression 
with at least 80% 
accuracy.  

DOL: IW write 
one-variable inequalities 
from a verbal expression 
with at least 80% 
accuracy.  

DOL: IW write a 
corresponding real-world 
problem represented by a 
one-variable equation or 
inequality with at least 
80% accuracy.  

DOL: IW  write a 
corresponding real-world 
problem represented by 
a one-variable equation 
or inequality with at least 
80% accuracy.  

Guiding 
Questi

ons 

 ● Why would the mean absolute deviation be used to compare two sets of data? 
● What does the mean absolute deviation represent? 
● How are random samples of a population with known characteristics generated? 
● Why are random samples of a population with known characteristics representative of 

the population from which it was selected? 

 

 

Instructi
onal 

suppo
rts 

 ● Decimal of the Day  
● Quality Work Criteria chart 

● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplars 

● Quality Work Criteria chart 
● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplars 
● HMH GO Math! Unit 3, Module 8, Lessons 8.1 – 8.3 
● Manipulative: Base-Ten Blocks, Fraction Blocks, Fraction strips 
● Strategy Focus: Finding the whole, finding the part, and finding the percent using percent bars and 10X10 grids 
● Anchor Charts: Find the Whole, Find the Part, Find the Percent 



 

 
 

STAAR 
stems 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
  



 

 
 
  September 10 – 14, 2018 

Week 4 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Routine
s 

Routine: Decimal of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Decimal of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Decimal of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Decimal of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Routine: Decimal of the Day  
(SE 8.2C, 8.2D) 

Readin
ess 

Stand
ards 

8.8C Model and solve one-variable equations with variables on both sides of the equal sign that represent mathematical and real-world problems using rational 
number coefficients and constants. 
 

Support
ing 

Stand
ards 

8.8A Write one-variable equations or inequalities with variables on both sides that represent problems using rational number coefficients and constants. 
 
8.8B Write a corresponding real-world problem when given a one-variable equation or inequality with variables on both sides of the equal sign using rational 
number coefficients and constants. 
 

Proces
s 

Stand
ards 

8.1A apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
8.1C select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, 
and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems 
8.1D communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language 
as appropriate 
8.1E create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1F analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1G display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or oral communication 

Learnin
g 

Object
ive 

8.8 C 
LO: IWBAT model and 
solve one-variable 
equations representing 
real-world problems. 

8.8 C 
LO: IWBAT model and 
solve one-variable 
equations representing 
real-world problems. 

8.8 C 
LO: IWBAT model and 
solve one-variable 
equations representing 
real-world problems. 

8.12 A 
LO: IWBAT solve real-world 
problems comparing how 
interest rates and loan 
length affect the cost of 
credit. 

Quick Check 1.4 - 8.8 C, 
8.12A 
LO: IWBAT model and 
solve one-variable 
equations representing 
real-world problems and 
the effect of cost of credit.  

Demon
stratio
n of 

Learni
ng 

DOL: IW model and solve 
one-variable equations 
representing real-world 
problems. least 80% 
accuracy. 

DOL: IW model and solve 
one-variable equations 
representing real-world 
problems with at least 
80% accuracy. 

DOL: IW model and solve 
one-variable equations 
representing real-world 
problems with at least 
80% accuracy. 

DOL: IW compare how 
interest rate and loan 
length affect the cost of 
credit in real-world 

DOL: IW model and solve 
one-variable equations 
representing real-world 
problems the effect of cost 



 

 
situations with at least 
80% accuracy. 

of credit. with at least 80% 
accuracy.  

Guiding 
Questi

ons 

● How are constraints or conditions within a problem situation represented in an equation or inequality? 
● What types of problems require a variable on both sides of the equal sign or inequality symbol? 
● How are constraints or conditions represented within a problem situation an equation or inequality? 
● What is the process for writing a real world problem to represent constraints or conditions within an equation or inequality? 
● What types of problems require a variable on both sides of the equal sign or inequality symbol? 
● How are negative values represented with concrete and pictorial models? 
● What is the process for solving an equation with variables on both sides of the equal sign? 
● What is the process for solving an equation where a value must be multiplied or divided by a negative value? 
● What properties does an equation with only one solution possess? 
● What properties does an equation with no solution possess? 
● What properties does an equation with an infinite number of solutions possess?  

 

Instructi
onal 

Suppo
rts 

● Decimal of the Day 
● Quality Work Criteria chart 
● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplars 
 
 
 
 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 2, Lessons 2.1 – 
2.3 

● Strategies: Comparing 
and ordering sets of 
rational numbers 
conceptually using 
graphic organizers such 
as Venn Diagrams 

● Anchor Charts: 
Classifying and Ordering 
Rational Numbers 
Conceptually 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 2,  Lessons 2.1 – 
2.3 

● Strategies: Comparing 
and ordering sets of 
rational numbers 
conceptually using 
graphic organizers such 
as Venn Diagrams 

● Anchor Charts: 
Classifying and Ordering 
Rational Numbers 
Conceptually 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 1.3; 
Unit 1, Module 2, Lessons 
2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Locating, 
comparing, and ordering 
integers and rational 
numbers on horizontal and 
vertical number lines 

● Anchor Charts: Locating, 
comparing, and ordering 
integers and rational 
numbers on horizontal and 
vertical lines 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Locating, 
comparing, and ordering 
integers and rational 
numbers on horizontal and 
vertical number lines 

● Anchor Charts: Locating, 
comparing, and ordering 
integers and rational 
numbers on horizontal and 
vertical lines 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Locating, 
comparing, and ordering 
integers and rational 
numbers on horizontal and 
vertical number lines 

● Anchor Charts: Locating, 
comparing, and ordering 
integers and rational 
numbers on horizontal and 
vertical lines 



 

 

STAA
R 

Stem
s 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
  September 17 – 21, 2018 

Week 5 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Routine
s 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 
 
 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 
 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 
 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 
 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 
 

Readin
ess 

Stand
ards 

  8.12D Calculate and compare simple interest and compound earnings. 
 

Support
ing 

Stand
ards 

8.12A Solve real-world problems comparing how interest rates and loan length affect the cost of credit. 
 
8.12B Calculate the total cost of repaying a loan, including credit cards and over different periods using an online calculator. 

Proces
s 

Stand
ards 

8.1A apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
8.1B use a problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given information, formulating a plan or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the 
solution, and evaluating the problem-solving process and the reasonableness of the solution 
8.1C select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, 
and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems 
8.1E create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1F analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1G display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or oral communication 

Learnin
g 

Object
ive 

8.12 D 
LO: IWBAT calculate 
simple interest earnings. 

8.12D 
LO: IWBAT calculate the 
total amount, interest 
rate , time,  and 
principle using the 
simple interest.  

8.12 D 
LO: IWBAT calculate the 
total amount using 
compound interest 
earnings. 

8.12 D 
 
LO: IWBAT calculate and 
compare simple interest 
and compound interest 
earnings.  

Quick Check 1.5 -  8.12 D 
LO: IWBAT calculate and 
compare simple interest 
and compound interest 
earnings.  



 

 

Demon
stratio
n of 

Learni
ng 

DOL: IW calculate simple 
interest earnings with at 
least 80% accuracy. 
 
 

DOL: IW calculate the 
total amount, interest 
rate , time, and principle 
using the simple interest 
with at least 80% 
accuracy. 

DOL: IW calculate the total 
amount using compound 
interest earnings with at 
least 80% accuracy.  

DOL: IWBAT calculate and 
compare simple interest 
and compound interest 
earnings with at least 80% 
accuracy.  

DOL: IW calculate simple 
and compound interest 
earnings with at least 
80% accuracy.  

Guiding 
Questi

ons 

● How does interest rate on a loan affect the total cost of the loan? 
● How does the interest rate on a savings account or investment affect the final balance? 
● How can an online interest calculator be used to compare various interest rates? 
● How does the length of a time a loan is paid off affect the total cost of the loan? 
● How does the length of time that money stays in a savings account or investment affect the final balance? 
● How can an online interest calculator be used to compare various lengths of time for loans? 
● What is the difference between simple interest and compound interest? 
● What is the process for determining the amount of simple or compound interest earned on an investment or added to a loan? 

 

Instructi
onal 

suppo
rts 

● Fraction of the Day 
● Quality Work Criteria chart 
● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplar 
 
 
 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Extending 
non-zero division 
representations 

● Anchor Charts: Division 
Representations 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Extending 
non-zero division 
representations 

● Anchor Charts: Division 
Representations 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Dividing by 
rational numbers and 
multiplying by their 
reciprocals conceptually 

● Anchor Charts: Dividing by 
a Rational Number; 
Multiplying by its Reciprocal 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Dividing by 
rational numbers and 
multiplying by their 
reciprocals conceptually 

● Anchor Charts: Dividing 
by a Rational Number; 
Multiplying by its 
Reciprocal 

● HMH GOMath! Unit 1, 
Module 1, Lessons 1.1 – 
1.3; Unit 1, Module 2, 
Lessons 2.1 – 2.3 

● Strategies: Dividing by 
rational numbers and 
multiplying by their 
reciprocals conceptually 

● Anchor Charts: Dividing 
by a Rational Number; 
Multiplying by its 
Reciprocal 
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  September 24 – 28, 2018 

Week 6 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Routine
s 

 Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 

Routine: Fraction of the Day 
(SE 8.2C & 8.2D) 

Readin
ess 

Stand
ards 

First Six Weeks 
Common Assessment 

8.4C Use data from a table or graph to determine the rate of change or slope and y-intercept in mathematical and real-world 
problems. 
 

Support
ing 

Stand
ards 

 8.4A Use similar right triangles to develop an understanding that slope, m, given as the rate comparing the change in 
y-values to the change in x-values, (y2 – y1) / (x2 – x1), is the same for any two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) on the same line. 
 

Proces
s 

Stand
ards 

8.1A apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace 
8.1B use a problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given information, formulating a plan or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, 
and evaluating the problem-solving process and the reasonableness of the solution 
8.1C select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, 
and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems 
8.1D communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language 
as appropriate 
8.1E create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1F analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
8.1G display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or oral communication 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Learnin
g 

Object
ive 

8.4 A 
LO: IWBAT use similar 
right triangles to develop 
an understanding that the 
slope of a line is constant. 

8.4 A 
LO: IWBAT use similar 
right triangles to develop 
an understanding that the 
slope of a line is constant. 

8.4 A 
LO: IWBAT use data from a 
table to determine the rate 
of change or slope in 
mathematical and 
real-world problems. 

8.4 A 
LO: IWBAT use data from a 
graph to determine the rate 
of change or slope in 
mathematical and 
real-world problems. 

Quick Check 1.5 - 8.4 A 
LO: IWBAT analyze the 
rate of change or slope of 
a line in tables, graphs, 
and similar right triangles. 

Demon
stratio
n of 

Learni
ng 

DOL: IW use similar right 
triangles to develop an 
understanding that the 
slope of a line is constant 
with at least 80% 
accuracy.  
 
 

DOL: IW use similar right 
triangles to develop an 
understanding that the 
slope of a line is constant 
with at least 80% 
accuracy.  
 
 

DOL: IW use data from a 
table or graph to determine 
the rate of change or slope 
in mathematical and 
real-world problems with 
at least 80% accuracy.  
 
 

DOL: IW use data from a 
table or graph to determine 
the rate of change or slope 
in mathematical and 
real-world problems with 
at least 80% accuracy.  
 
 

DOL: IW analyze the rate 
of change or slope of a line 
in tables, graphs, and 
similar right triangles with 
at least 80% accuracy.  
 
 

Guiding 
Questi

ons 

 ● How can similar triangles be created from a line representing a linear situation? 
● What relationship exists between similar triangles and the slope, m, of a line? 
● How can similar triangles be used to generalize the formula for slope as the ratio of the change in the y-values to 

the change in the x-values? 
● What relationship exists between the constant rate of change in a linear problem situation and the slope of a line 

that represents the situation? 
● What relationship exists between the y-intercept and proportional and non-proportional problem situations? 
● What is the process of determining the y-intercept of a set of data represented in a table? Graph? 
● What is the process of determining the slope of a set of data represented in a table? Graph? 

 

Instructi
onal 

Suppo
rts 

 ● Fraction of the Day 
● Quality Work Criteria chart 
● 1st Six Weeks CA Exemplar 
●  HMH GOMath! Unit 3, Module 3; Lessons 3.1 – 3.4 
● Strategies: Dividing by rational numbers and multiplying by their reciprocals conceptually 
● Anchor Charts: Dividing by Rational Numbers; Multiplying by Its Reciprocal 
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